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Corina Besliu presents in her thesis a very nice and courageous piece of research in the field of 
Behavioral Economics (BE). She decided to replicate and extend a research done by two famous BE 
authors Tversky and Griffin (2000) for which she collected an original set of data from 300 
respondents. Author confirms validity of two theoretical BE concepts on the population of the Republic 
of Moldova – firstly the difference between real-life choices and people’s judgments on situations and 
secondly the inequality aversion. The thesis fulfilled its goal on a very good level and meets 
requirements set on master thesis. Moreover I have to highlight and appreciate the enormous effort 
which was obviously exerted by author to collect the data. 
 
On the other hand obviously there left few powers to polish the thesis completely and thus here are 
few critical remarks: 
- In some less exposed parts there are almost no references to relevant literature, although 

author presents there many ideas which would deserve some rigorous background. E.g. it 
concerns part talking about altruism or part about construction of questionnaire. Also the often 
mentioned terms of utility, welfare or happiness would deserve more rigorous background, 
which is visible e.g. in the concluding part. 

- As a reader I would appreciate clearer presentation of author’s key ideas in the theoretical 
part. The flow of argumentation is sometimes lost in abundant presentation of different 
theoretical approaches. E.g. the intention to replicate Tversky and Griffin (2000) research is 
revealed kind of by chance in the middle of the thesis. 

- Some technical notes – abstract is a copy-pasted paragraph from the introductory part and as 
such does not make 100% sense; the thesis is in my opinion inappropriately finished by 
presentation of few BE models; list of literature is not sorted by names of the authors. 

 
Finally I have one general remark to the choice-judgment difference as presented in Tversky and 
Griffin, 2000, and as replicated by author. If the author will be able to constructively tackle this issue 
during the defense, I recommend grade excellent (výborně, 1), otherwise I recommend good (velmi 
dobře, 2). 
- Tversky and Griffin demonstrate the choice-judgment difference on comparison of responses 

to two similar questions. First is “Which job would you chose to take?”, second (ceteris 
paribus) “At which job would you be happier?” The answer to the 1st question is considered as 
revealed preference / choice, answer to the second one as judgment. The theory is based on 
the fact that people often choose jobs with higher salaries but where they would be less happy 
(due to lower social ranking among their peers in the working place) which seems not to be 
rational – the ultimate goal of people should be their happiness! 

- The problem with this approach is that the second question asks only on happiness in working 
life of the respondent, not his overall happiness which consists of much more factors. The 
decrease of job satisfaction/happiness can be e.g. compensated by higher purchasing power 
and higher social ranking among his peers outside the working place – and this can be 
reflected in his choices revealed in the first question. It is very well possible that his revealed 
preferences / choices DO reflect the overall impact on his happiness correctly. 
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